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Abstract
Tidal range renewable power plants have the capacity to deliver predictable
energy to the electricity grid, subject to the known variability of the tides.
Tidal power plants inherently feature advantages that characterise hydro-power
more generally, including a lifetime exceeding alternative renewable energy tech-
nologies and relatively low Operation & Maintenance costs. Nevertheless, the
technology is typically inhibited by the significant upfront investment associated
with capital costs. A key aspect that makes the technology stand out relative
to other renewable options is the partial flexibility it possesses over the timing
of power generation. In this study we provide details on a design methodology
targeted at the optimisation of the temporal operation of a tidal range energy
structure, specifically the Swansea Bay tidal lagoon that has been proposed
within the Bristol Channel, UK. Apart from concentrating on the classical in-
centive of maximising energy, we formulate an objective functional in a manner
that promotes the maximisation of income for the scheme from the Day-Ahead
energy market. Simulation results demonstrate that there are opportunities to
exploit the predictability of the tides and flexibility over the precise timing of
power generation to incur a noticeable reduction in the subsidy costs that are of-
ten negotiated with regulators and governments. Additionally, we suggest that
this approach should enable tidal range energy to play a more active role in
ensuring security of supply in the UK. This is accentuated by the income-based
optimisation controls that deliver on average more power over periods when
demand is higher. For the Swansea Bay tidal lagoon case study a 23% increase
is observed in the income obtained following the optimisation of its operation
compared to a non-adaptive operation. Similarly, a 10% increase relative to
an energy-maximisation approach over a year’s operation suggests that simply
maximising energy generation in a setting where power prices vary may not be
an optimal strategy.
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1. Introduction
Differences between high and low tidal levels (i.e. the tidal range) in coastal
locations represents a renewable energy source that has the advantage of being
low-carbon and predictable. In particular, the theoretically available potential
of tidal range energy in the UK has been estimated to be beyond the annual
electricity demand of the entire country (≈ 306TWh) [1]. Considering a variety
of technical and spatial constraints, a fraction of this resource can be practically
captured by the construction of tidal power plants in areas where it becomes
economically and environmentally viable [2]. Given this opportunity, it is im-
portant to understand the potential role of tidal range energy generation within
the UK electricity system.
In areas with a high tidal range, impoundments can be built as barrages
spanning entire estuarine basins, or as lagoons which can be positioned at the
coastal boundaries of estuaries as well as fully offshore [3]. By separating the
impounded area from the open sea, electricity may be generated from a head dif-
ference (H), driven by tidal variations in the external water level and extracted
by low-head hydro turbines [4]. Tidal range generation is fundamentally differ-
ent from other marine and offshore renewables as the duration of generation can
be flexibly controlled and optimised alongside the energy conversion technology.
Previous work [5] demonstrated the opportunity to extract more of the available
resource through an adaptive operation where the hydraulic structure control
in each tidal cycle was individually optimised.
Recent UK Government decisions [6] highlight the need for tidal range
projects to demonstrate value for money in order to justify governmental sup-
port. We approach this challenge in two ways. Firstly, the concept of adaptive
operation has been refined to further increase the predicted energy output, and
thus decrease the cost per unit power generated. We achieve this by reformu-
lating the objective function to take into account the effects of one tidal cycle’s
operation on a subsequent one, with a view to improve upon the relatively short-
sighted approach that considered each tidal cycle individually [5]. Secondly, the
optimisation approach employed is generalised and applied to maximise the in-
come a tidal range project receives from selling its power. This is achieved
by utilising generation flexibility to help match the daily, weekly and seasonal
trends in the value of electricity set by consumer demand and the merit order
stack [7].
It has been noted previously that tidal range projects can potentially gen-
erate at times of high demand, or price, but outside the optimum window for
energy output [8]. Shaw and Watson [9] reported that initiating generation an
hour earlier or later than the energetically optimum could still yield over 90%
of the maximum energy output. This flexibility can be a useful tool in ensuring
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that energy demand is better matched, but there is little quantification in the lit-
erature of its value. As such, operational objectives can be altered so that plant
income is maximized rather than the energy output. The latter has been the
focus of several studies. For example, Aggidis and Benzon [10] examined energy
output optimisation for an ebb-only generation barrage in the Mersey Estuary,
UK. Yates et al. [11] conducted a series of operational modelling tests to ex-
amine potential increases in energy output through the use of pumping in tidal
barrages. More recently, Angeloudis et al. [5] presented an energy optimisation
framework for tidal range structures that couples gradient-based optimisation
with operational models. In contrast, an income-based operation optimisation
approach has not been previously documented with the exception of Merlin
et al. [12] who proposed to address this challenge for the La Rance barrage
in France through dynamic programming. As such, there is a lack of concrete
evidence demonstrating the potential value in applying optimisation and mod-
elling methods to exploit plant generation flexibility. This should be done both
in the context of helping to make tidal power plant proposals (a) more finan-
cially competitive and (b) more valuable as constituent energy infrastructure
assets.
The time-varying nature of the tides, coastal bathymetry and turbine char-
acteristics necessitate numerical simulations to accurately estimate the electric-
ity output from a given project. We apply the concept of “two-cycle” and
income-based optimisation to operational models which are then used to inform
hydrodynamics simulations cabable of accounting for the impact of changing
the operational objectives on both energy output and income [5]. In turn, we
discuss the implication of an optimised operation in the context of reducing the
potential subsidy required in the early stages of the technology’s deployment.
In contrast to earlier studies, the transferable methodology described here
can be used to encourage power generation during time periods of greater energy
demand. The methodology is demonstrated through an application to a prac-
tical case study of a tidal lagoon proposal in the UK. The optimised operation
performance illustrates the complementary role tidal range energy can perform
with intermittent energy technologies currently deployed at a large scale (e.g.
offshore and onshore wind).
2. Methodology
2.1. Tidal power plant operation
The theoretical maximum energy that can be generated from a head differ-
ence H was set out by Prandle [13] as:
Emax =
1
2
ρgAH2, (1)
where A is the plan surface area of the impounded water body, assumed above
to be constant with depth, and with two physical parameters: the fluid den-
sity ρ (kg/m3) and the gravitational acceleration g (in m/s2). In practice, the
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extractable energy from a tidal power plant in each tidal cycle is additionally
related to (a) the installed turbine technology capabilities, (b) the spring-neap
(and longer period) tidal and plan surface area variations at the site and (c) the
design of the structure and its interaction with local and far-field hydrodynam-
ics.
Figure 1: Generalised operation of a tidal power plant over an M2 tidal period, illustrating
typical modes of operation which make up τ the vector of control parameters in our opti-
misation framework. The holding (th,f , th,e), generation (tg,f , tg,e) and pumping (tp,f , tp,e)
periods can be controlled to shift the operation for a limited amount of time, as constrained
by the tidal signal and the capabilities of the hydraulic structures.
The efficiency of tidal power plants in harnessing the available potential
energy during a given tidal cycle is heavily dependent on the control of the
constituent hydraulic structures [14, 15]. A generalised illustration of how a
plant can be regulated is presented in Fig. 1, where tp,e, tg,e, th,e, tp,f , tg,f , th,f
are the main control variables that essentially dictate the operation strategy for a
given tidal cycle i. The first subscripts refer to pumping, generating and holding
respectively, while the second refers to the ebb and flood tide respectively.
In order to simulate the operation of such sequences in time, it is essential
to parametrise the behaviour of turbines and sluice gates. The flows through
these, and hence into and out of the impoundment, are driven by the water
head difference H = ηo − ηi (see Fig. 1) developed between the two sides
of the structure. In our implementation the sluice gate flows are determined
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through the orifice equation, with the turbine behaviour based upon the hill
chart parametrisation of Aggidis and Feather [16]. Details on the formulations
used in our operational modelling are expanded in Angeloudis et al. [5] and are
omitted here for brevity.
2.2. Operation modelling
Models of tidal power plant operation essentially simulate the evolution of
the water levels within the impounded (inner) body of water and the open
sea through time, calculating information about the power plant performance.
Hydraulic structures connect the two water bodies ensuring, at a minimum, the
conservation of continuity within the impoundment [17].
2.2.1. Zero-dimensional modelling
A 0-D model simplifies the process of simulating a tidal power plant by
assuming that the introduction of the impoundment and the operation of the
constituent hydraulic structures have a negligible effect on the external water
elevations. The evolution of the external ηo(t) is thus purely an input to the
model in the form of a time series derived from the relevant tidal constituents
or observed data. The model can then calculate the head difference H (Fig. 1)
to determine the volume exchanged between the impounded area and the open
sea. The volume exchange determines the internal water level ηi for the subse-
quent timestep, ensuring mass (or volume, for a constant density) conservation.
Mathematically the process is based on a finite difference method expressed
through the equation:
dηi
dt
=
Qs(m,H, t) +Qt(m,H, t) +Qin
As(ηi)
, (2)
where As(ηi) is a site-specific function for the wetted surface area of the tidal
range structure (in m2). Qs and Qt are the sluice and turbine flow rates as
predicted by the hydraulic structure parametrisations respectively [5]. It is
assumed that ηi remains constant across the impoundment [13] and Qin accounts
for inflows into tidal range projects other than the defined hydraulic structures,
such as from rivers or outfalls.
2.2.2. Two-dimensional modelling
The drawbacks of 0-D modelling in neglecting the impact of tidal power
plant presence and operation on local and regional hydrodynamics can be quite
extensive depending on the site characteristics [18]. The 0-D assumption of a
constant ηi can equally become a short-coming for larger schemes that feature
intertidal areas and a varying bathymetry. In addition, site-specific information
is required on tidal constituents in order to generate the outer elevation time
series used as an input in 0-D modelling.
Regional coastal ocean models can be used to predict the flow elevations,
velocities and even the altered outer tidal constituents from the introduction
of coastal infrastructure. In this case, we use Thetis, a (2-D and 3-D) flow
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solver [19] for simulating coastal and estuarine flows. The model is implemented
by solving the non-conservative form of the nonlinear shallow water equations
within the Firedrake finite element Partial Differential Equation (PDE) solver
framework [20] which has already been employed for tidal range energy hydro-
dynamic impact assessments [21, 5].
In the case of tidal power plant hydrodynamic simulations, the representa-
tion of the turbines and sluice gates is implemented according to a flux-based
method using the principles of domain decomposition [17]. Flux values are de-
termined at each time step through the same operational algorithm as in the
0-D modelling. Water elevations are sampled at locations in the computational
domain adjacent to turbines and sluice gates to determine the localised ηo and
ηi and calculate H.
2.3. Operational Optimisation
Most renewable energy technologies are primarily concerned with the man-
ner that energy is extracted from nature with limited control over the actual
timing of this extraction. In contrast, tidal range energy alongside hydro power
form an exception since there is the additional issue of when power should be
produced for maximum utility. The temporal generation flexibility of tidal range
energy is a result of the capability to vary the length of individual operation
modes (Fig. 1) so that an overall objective is achieved, such as plant energy out-
put maximisation. The duration of certain modes are considered our decision
variables and are stored in a vector τ .
2.3.1. Fixed control parameter optimisation
Assuming the operational control vector τ is fixed, i.e. its entries take the
same values for all tidal cycles over the simulation time (ts), then the objective
function to maximise energy output can be written as:
max
τ
∫ t=ts
t=0
P (τ , H, t)dt, (3)
where t and H determine the correct mode of operation that dictates which
turbine and orifice equations will be used. For use below, we denote the fixed
operation parameter which maximises energy output by τ c. In most tidal range
energy studies to-date, fixed control parameters have been assumed [22, 23, 24].
2.3.2. Single-Cycle Optimisation
The magnitude of the tide varies significantly over time; for example in
Swansea bay, UK, the tidal range for each cycle can vary between 2 m and 10
m over neap and spring conditions respectively. Applying the same operational
control for each cycle therefore almost certainly does not yield the optimal
energy output. The vector τ can be optimised to allow each operational cycle
to adapt to the variable tidal elevations; a strategy we refer to as adaptive
operation. If for notational simplicity we assume that each operational cycle is
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the same length as the M2 period (T ≈ 12.42h) and the simulation spans for nc
cycles, the problem can be formulated as:
for i = 1 : nc
max
τ i
∫ t=(i+1)×T
t=i×T
P (τ i, H, t)dt
subject to τ l ≤ τ i ≤ τu
(4)
where τ l, τu correspond to the lower and upper limits expected for the dif-
ferent modes of operation (see Table 2). Decomposing the problem into tidal
cycle steps is a simplification that limits the total number of optimisation vari-
ables resulting in fewer iterations and shorter simulations. Hitherto we have
outlined established methodologies set out in previous work [5], but now turn
our attention to further improving upon this existing optimisation strategy.
2.3.3. Two-Cycle Optimisation
A key resulting output from optimising the operation over one tidal cycle
is the inner water-level (ηi) at the beginning of the next cycle. This has the
potential to compromise the energy output from that subsequent cycle. A symp-
tom of this “short-sightedness” in the single-cycle approach may have been that
flood generation and pumping were frequently skipped, particularly during neap
tides, in earlier applications of this methodology [5]. The algorithm could have
resorted to this in an attempt to compensate for the “greedy” nature of the
functional in Eq. 4. The objective functional here has been reformulated to
consider the operation over an additional tidal cycle as follows:
for i = 1 : nc
max
τ i
∫ t=(i+1)×T
t=i×T
P (τ i, H, t)dt+
∫ t=(i+2)×T
t=(i+1)×T
P (τ c, H, t)dt
subject to τ l ≤ τ i ≤ τu
(5)
where τ c is the fixed operational pattern obtained from the optimisation de-
scribed in section 2.3.1, hence the control of the second cycle is not varied. The
inclusion of the second cycle in the objective function ensures that the optimisa-
tion pays some heed to the energy output from the next cycle when varying the
control of the first cycle. Figure 2 illustrates differences in the optimisation pro-
cess between the single-cycle and our new two-cycle optimisation approaches.
The benefit of this approach is that six variables are being optimised for as
in the single-cycle approach, but at the expense of a longer 0-D simulation in
the functional. In contrast, a complete two-cycle optimisation would require 12
variables to be optimised for each cycle, which can rapidly become computa-
tionally inefficient. Moreover, while the optimisation can be extended further
to subsequent cycles, one must observe that practically there will be a limited
foresight on the exact seaward elevations in a manner that accounts for storm
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surge effects and other influencing factors that can only be finitely predicted
over shorter timescales [25].
Figure 2: Illustration of the difference in how a single-cycle and two-cycle optimisation strategy
is applied over n cycles.
2.3.4. Income maximisation objective
The objective functions outlined in Eq. (4, 5) solely maximise total energy
output over the entire period considered. If the energy output needs to be
translated to income, the particular objectives would be underpinned by the
assumption that electricity has a constant value throughout the day. In ac-
knowledging the flexibility of the power plant generation, we adopt a functional
based upon Merlin et al. [12] to formulate an optimisation problem where the
overall objective becomes income maximisation.
For a single-cycle methodology this leads to the following:
for i = 1 : nc
max
τ i
∫ t=(i+1)×T
t=i×T
p(t)× P (τ i, H, t)dt
subject to τ l ≤ τ i ≤ τu
(6)
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and for a two-cycle approach:
for i = 1 : nc
max
τ i
∫ t=(i+1)×T
t=i×T
p(t)× P (τ i, H, t)dt +∫ t=(i+2)×T
t=(i+1)×T
p(t)× P (τ c, H, t)dt
subject to τ l ≤ τ i ≤ τu
(7)
where p(t) is an hourly price signal from the UK Day-Ahead spot market using
data from 2017 [26], henceforth to be referred to as our price signal. Prices in
the Day-Ahead spot market are set at midday for the next 24 hours starting
at midnight through an auction process. They capture trends in the value of
electricity that largely depend on the transient demand. Generators do not
know the exact price they will receive for their power until after the auction,
however they can be forecast with reasonable accuracy [27]. The model herein
assumes that a lagoon operator has perfect foresight over these prices in order
to assess the flexibility of tidal range technology and not the bidding strategies
associated with the Day-Ahead spot market.
2.3.5. Optimisation algorithms
As part of the analysis, we compare the application of a gradient-based op-
timiser as was used previously [5] and which is known to be susceptible to the
issue of converging to local optima, against the results of a global optimisation
algorithm. The gradient-based approach utilised here is the limited memory
Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno with bounds (L-BFGS-B) algorithm [28].
Starting with τ equal to τc, in the L-BFGS-B approach the variables are indi-
vidually perturbed in order to derive an approximation to the gradient of the
objective function. We complement this approach with a global basin-hopping
algorithm [29] that can be summarised by the following steps: random values
within the acceptable ranges for τ are selected and passed as starting points
to the local L-BFGS-B algorithm. The minima/maxima obtained are either
accepted, if it is the smallest/largest value found, or rejected. These steps are
then iterated over a specified number of times as described by Wales [29].
Both the gradient-based and global optimisation algorithms are highly itera-
tive, requiring numerical simulations to be run multiple times dependent on the
number of variables being optimised for. The simplicity and hence efficiency of
the 0-D model clearly becomes a major advantage for use within this framework.
However, later sections of this work will illustrate the importance of verifying
0-D predicted control parameters within 2-D hydrodynamics models to assess
the validity of results [30].
2.4. Operation assessment
Once the control parameters have been determined for each of the optimi-
sation cases, the power output and income over the given time-frame can be
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calculated. The following simplified metrics are introduced: the percentile re-
duction in subsidy required, the generation value factor and the strike price
equivalent. Beginning with the Fixed Control Parameter (FCP) case as a base-
line case, we assume energy is sold at a fixed strike price (StP ). A required
annual income, RI, for the tidal range structure can then be calculated:
RI = StP × Eyr, (8)
where Eyr =
∫ t=705T
t=0
P (τi, H, t)dt is the annual energy production. RI can be
split into the component of subsidy, S, and energy market income, I. Recent
UK Government analyses have assumed the load factor will be constant for
lagoons across the day [6]; in that case, the following equations can be applied
to calculate the subsidy requirement:
S + I = RI, (9)
I = Eyr × p¯, (10)
where p¯ is the mean Day-Ahead market price. The value factor, v, is a
measure of the coincidence of a generation profile with times of high power
price. Hirth [31] uses it to highlight the decreasing value of wind and solar
generation as more capacity is installed. It is defined as:
v = p¯t/p¯, (11)
where p¯t is the average price/MWh received over a year of simulation (i.e. ts
= 705 T). For example, if the tidal power plant features a constant load factor
across the year then v would be equal to unity; however, if the plant is able to
generate at predominantly peak price times then v takes a value greater than
one. Similarly, if there is a tendency to generate during low energy value periods
v would be below one.
The strike price is a common metric to compare different forms of generation.
However, Eq. (8) does not capture the added benefit of a lagoon generating
power at high value times. If Eyr is substituted using Eq. (10), we can rewrite
Eq. (8) as:
StP =
RI × p¯
I
. (12)
The expected I can be linked with the operational simulation predictions.
Since load factor is not equal throughout the day, the income calculation can
be rewritten as:
I = Eyr,op × p¯t, (13)
StP =
RI
Eyr,op × v , (14)
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with Eyr,op being the energy output over 705 tidal cycles for our different op-
timisation cases. Since the UK strike prices we refer to were quoted in 2012
terms, their value in 2017 must account for the effects of inflation through the
use of the CPI index. Once the optimised StP has been determined, it is con-
verted to the equivalent 2012 monetary value [32]. The formulations above can
be perceived as an oversimplification of the financial modelling required for a
project of this scale, but they are designed to place our results in a broader
context.
2.5. Tidal energy case study: the Swansea Bay Tidal Lagoon
The Swansea Bay Lagoon has been used as a case study for this work given
that it was identified as a pathfinder project for a series of larger lagoons in
the UK. The proposal by Tidal Lagoon Power Ltd (TLP) [33] was received
favourably by the UK Government’s independent “Hendry” review [8] which
discussed significant potential benefits from developing lagoon-based tidal range
energy generation technology. Reports state that TLP’s most recent offer was
an alternative strike price of £2012 92.50/MWh over a Contract for Difference
(CfD) lasting 90 years for what is seen as a pilot project [8]. The extended CfD
period relative to other forms of sustainable energy (which are typically capped
at 35 years) has been justified based upon a project lifetime that could be more
than 120 years [8, 34]. Nonetheless, even though large-scale tidal power plants
in France (La Rance) and South Korea (Lake Sihwa) have proven successful, the
technology in the UK has yet to demonstrate its competitiveness relative to other
forms of energy generation [6], with the UK Government recently questioning
the value of the project even after the positive recommendations of Hendry [8].
This renders the particular application of this optimisation methodology timely,
and we use the £2012 92.50/MWh figure that was reported in the public domain
[35, 36] as a baseline example to seek to improve upon.
There are additional practicalities involved in the selection of this partic-
ular case study. As the scale of the project increases, so does its potential
hydro-environmental impact [37, 38]. A similar effect occurs in the context of
energy markets. Hirth [31] reports that when renewable technologies of zero-
variable cost represent a reasonable proportion of generation, wholesale power
price drops to between 50 and 80% of the average market value. The UK mini-
mum electricity demand in 2017 was 16.6 GW [26]. At this time, the 320 MW
capacity of the Swansea Bay Lagoon would only correspond to a maximum of
≈ 2% of generation. Since the scheme represents a relatively contained propor-
tion of the country’s electricity supply, it can be assumed that it would result
in a negligible effect on the market price of power. We would not be able to
readily make this assumption with larger or multiple tidal energy schemes, as
the feedback of the power plant capacity on the energy market would need to
be accounted for.
Moreover, considering the advanced stage of planning for the proposed
Swansea Bay lagoon, many features have been well defined by TLP [40, 33]
and studied previously in the academic literature [3, 41]. As such, turbine spec-
ifications (16 × 20 MW bulb turbines of 7.35 m diameter), the plan surface area
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Figure 3: 2-D simulation computational domain: (a) Bristol Channel and Severn Estuary
and (b) close-up to the Swansea Bay lagoon configuration. The interpolated bathymetry has
been drawn from the Edina Digimap Service [39]. Coordinates are plotted using a UTM 30N
geospatial projection.
of 11.6 km2 and the impoundment shape can be defined using publicly avail-
able information [42]. These inputs are considered to be pre-determined and
allow us to incorporate a combination of financial, environmental and technical
constraints, whose details and selection are beyond the scope of this study.
Regional coastal ocean models of the Bristol Channel and the Severn Estu-
ary were setup in Thetis. Their unstructured meshes (in Fig. 3) are generated
using qmesh [43] and the models are forced using eight tidal constituents from
the TPXO [44] database (M2, S2, N2, K1, Q1, O1, P1, K2). The hydrody-
namic model validation has been conducted by comparing tidal range predic-
tions against observed data, with more details available in Angeloudis et al.
[5]. Elevations were then sampled at the powerhouse location which allowed
for extended tidal signals to be constructed through harmonic analysis of the
predicted elevation time-series spanning a full lunar cycle. These signals were
then used to force 0-D simulations spanning multiple years and beginning at
07:00 on 01/01/2017, to coincide with the price signal of 2017. The optimisa-
tion cases summarised in Table 1 were selected in order to investigate differences
resulting from choice of functional formulation, optimisation algorithm and the
overarching objective of the lagoon operation.
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Table 1: Optimisation cases considered. These case are characterised by the number of cycles
considered in the objective functional, the algorithm used and the operational objective.
# Functional duration Optimisation Algorithm Objective
1-Cycle 2-Cycle L-BFGS-B Basin-hopping Energy Income
1C-BFGS-E X X X
2C-BFGS-E X X X
1C-BH-E X X X
2C-BH-E X X X
1C-BFGS-P X X X
2C-BFGS-P X X X
1C-BH-P X X X
2C-BH-P X X X
Case abbreviation dictionary: 1C = Single-cycle optimisation, 2C = Two-cycle optimisation,
BFGS = L-BFGS-B algorithm, BH = Basin-hopping algorithm, E = Energy maximisation objective,
P = Income maximisation objective
The control variables have been constrained to vary between the limits given
in Table 2 taking into account certain practical considerations. For example,
the upper limit for tp,f is lower than tp,e since there is far less volume below the
mean water line than above due to intertidal regions, leading to a comparatively
shorter time to alter ηi within the lagoon. The lower limit on all variables is set
as zero, meaning effectively that modes of operation can be skipped.
Table 2: Fixed operational values and limits for the different modes of operation.
Mode Duration (h)
Control Variable Notation Fixed Adaptive
τc [5] τl τu
Flood Pumping tp,f 0.82 0.0 2.0
Flood holding th,f 1.76 0.0 4.0
Flood Generation only tg,f 2.5 0.0 3.5
Ebb Pumping tp,e 0.93 0.0 3.5
Ebb Holding th,e 1.79 0.0 4.0
Ebb Generation tg,e 2.5 0.0 3.5
3. Results & Discussion
3.1. Comparison of energy maximisation strategies
The optimisation strategies outlined in the previous section produce the
plant control parameters for each tidal cycle over an entire year (i.e 705
T ). Table 3 summarises the anticipated annual energy output from energy-
maximisation cases. Two-cycle (2C) approaches are seen to consistently lead to
increased energy outputs which indicate that the single-cycle (1C) formulations
through their “short-sighted” nature compromise generation in subsequent cy-
cles. 1C strategies yield lesser annual energy output albeit still leading to an
improvement over the Fixed Control Parameter (FCP) case.
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Table 3: Annual energy output Eyr and capacity factor CF for energy-maximisation cases run
over 705 cycles. Eyr,0 = Fixed control parameter (FCP) annual energy output. 1C and 2C
refers to single and two-cycle approaches; BFGS and BH refer to local and global optimisation
algorithms as described in the main text.
Optimisation Eyr (MWh)
Eyr−Eyr,0
Eyr,0
% CF
FCP 558,448 - 19.92%
1C-BFGS-E 613,091 9.8% 21.87%
2C-BFGS-E 630,308 12.9% 22.49%
1C-BH-E 648,129 16.1% 23.12%
2C-BH-E 656,051 17.5% 23.40%
Fig. 4 presents holding and pumping control variables (th,e, th,f , tp,e, tp,f )
relative to the tidal range. Agreement can be observed between Fig. 4a,b as
the tidal range exceeds 7 metres. In contrast, Fig. 4c,d demonstrates signif-
icantly different trends in the optimised lagoon operation, even though both
strategies yield notable energy gains. There is a tendency for single-cycle func-
tionals to push parameters to the limits, either by skipping a mode altogether,
or by reaching the upper bounds in terms of duration (Table 2). For example,
the control variables obtained with the 1C-BFGS-E approach reach the adap-
tive operation bounds 82 times in total, with the majority of these instances
occurring during neap tides. The optimisation algorithm tends to maximise
generation from ebbing tides, hence tp,e and tg,e periods are frequently pushed
to their limits. Pumping at flood tide is skipped (i.e. tp,f = 0.0) in 39 out of
the 705 tidal cycles simulated, in similarity with previous observations using
this particular scheme [5]. This is partly attributed to the reduced efficiency
assumed for flood generation due to the turbine orientation, and the reduced A
caused by intertidal effects, but also tidal asymmetry effects in the water eleva-
tion signal. Nevertheless, setting tp,f = 0.0 is often accompanied by extended
th,f values to compensate for the lack of pumping while still generating some
power. This pattern is self-perpetuating on the flood tide until the tidal range
gradually increases during the transition to a spring tide. Applying the basin-
hopping algorithm accentuates the greedy nature of single-cycle optimisations,
with the 1C-BH-E case skipping flood pumping 124 times and converging to the
maximum values of tg,e in 274/705 cycles.
In contrast, for 2C-BFGS-E there are only six instances where a parameter
is pushed to the bounds. Likewise there are only 88 instances where 2C-BH-E
is constrained compared to the 474 of 1C-BH-E. The addition of a second cycle
to the optimisation functional appears to favour a more balanced operation
between flood and ebb periods. We measure this through calculating the mean
of each control variable (over all tidal ranges), then comparing the ratio of
the flood to ebb generation parameter averages. For 1C-BFGS-E the ratios of
tp,e : tp,f and th,e : th,f were 1.38 and 1.15 respectively, indicating significantly
more time is spent on increasing H for ebb generation, whereas for 2C-BFGS-E
these ratios are 1.045 and 0.997.
There are two observable differences between L-BFGS-B and BH optimi-
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Figure 4: Holding and pumping duration for each tidal cycle for the four energy maximised
optimisations. Consists of a scatter plot for each parameter, overlaid with a trendline.
sation. Firstly, BH optimisation makes a far more aggressive use of pumping,
with 2C-BH-E on average spending an additional 43 min per tidal cycle pumping
compared to 2C-BFGS-E. For 1C-BH-E, ebb pumping is on average the longest
non-generating time period. In L-BFGS-B optimisation results, pumping peri-
ods are the shortest operating modes. Secondly, BH results feature a greater
spread in the converged parameters, e.g. tp,f has a standard deviation of 0.13
and 0.38 for 2C-BFGS-E and 2C-BH-E respectively. Increased pumping use and
greater variability in the parameters are a consequence of the stochastic nature
of the BH algorithm that makes a greater utilisation of the parameter space.
Unlike L-BFGS-B, the BH optimisation approach more broadly explores the pa-
rameter space and is thus less constrained by local minima with this flexibility
delivering even better results.
3.2. Comparison of Income and Energy Maximisation
As introduced previously, the objective of an income maximisation based
strategy is to promote generation during high-demand periods. Fig. 5 illustrates
how changing the operational objective in this respect influences the internal
water level ηi, and power output P . Peak prices from 17:00 - 18:00 pm on a
typical January evening, as seen in the figure, offer a strong financial incentive
to generate during these times. Hence the tidal power plant is encouraged
to shift the timings of its operation in order to maximise income. The gains
realised from selling electricity at peak prices often outweighs the potentially
compromising effect on either the preceding or subsequent cycles. The previous
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Figure 5: Comparison of the effects of income (2C-BH-P) against energy (2C-BH-E) maximi-
sations on ηi (the water level inside the lagoon) and the power output of the tidal power plant.
ηo is the external water level. The figures present three examples of income optimisation (blue
line) (a) delaying ebb generation, (b) initiating ebb generation earlier, and (c) delaying flood
generation to generate during periods of increased demand. It does this to maximise income
from the Day Ahead Power Markets (DAM) which capture the variable value of electricity.
energy optimised operation is, however, ignorant of the commercial value of
the electricity produced, as illustrated in Fig. 5c where the 2C-BH-E strategy
initiates pumping at the evening peak price, potentially affecting the security
of an electricity system.
The income optimisation strategy is, in contrast, fully aware of the transient
electricity value. Income-based generation does not prioritise energy maximisa-
tion and results in an overall lower total energy output. As such, the benefit of
shifting generation earlier or later is dependant on the price difference between
the average price of the operational cycle and the peak price. Accordingly, if
there is a pronounced price spike, the income optimisation will aim to shift
generation further away from the energetically optimum operation and could
theoretically (given the right price signal) be available at any time of the day.
High peak prices can incentivise increased pumping to store energy from a low
price time to be used during a high priced time as can be clearly seen in Fig. 5a.
This function demonstrates how tidal power plants could function along similar
principles as pumped storage facilities, such as the Dinorwig pumped-storage
scheme [45] in North Wales, UK. Generation cannot be sustained indefinitely,
thus if there are extended periods of high price then the lagoon will seek to
maximise energy output since there is no value in shifting generation over that
period.
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Table 4: Quantification of the difference in total energy output, annual energy market income
I, and the financial metrics from section 2.4 which are the value factor, v,the strike price equiv-
alent, StP, and percentage change in subsidy requirements, % ∆S, where ∆S = S−SBaseline
SBaseline
.
Energy Income Financial Metrics
Optimisation Eyr(MWh) I (£) % Inc. v % ∆S StP (£2012/MWh)
Baseline 558,448 25,307,188 - 1.000 - 92.50
FCP 558,448 25,049,732 -1.02% 0.990 0.8% 93.45
2C-BFGS-E 630,308 27,858,573 10.08% 0.975 -8.2% 84.03
2C-BH-E 656,051 28,755,354 13.63% 0.967 -11.1% 81.41
2C-BFGS-P 611,417 29,155,484 15.21% 1.052 -12.4% 80.29
2C-BH-P 630,076 31,275,236 23.58% 1.095 -19.2% 74.85
The Baseline case in Table 4 assumes electricity generated by FCP is sold
at the average market price, hence the value factor is exactly unity. All other
cases sell electricity into the DAM markets. A common result observed for
the FCP and energy optimisation approaches is the value factor of tidal power.
If generation is not made sensitive to the energy market, the value factor is
observed to be slightly less than unity, indicating that tidal lagoon power in
Swansea Bay does not naturally generate when prices are high. This explains
why the FCP case increases the subsidy and strike price relative to the Baseline
(which assumes that v = 1). It could be argued that this is merely a statistical
inconsistency, but there is in fact a physical explanation.
A relationship emerges between the solar day and the tidal range of a given
cycle (Fig. 6). Due to the exact 12 hour period of the S2 solar constituent [46],
there is a trend whereby spring and neap tides occur at certain times of day
[9]. Given the relationship between potential energy and tidal range, for energy
optimisation the capacity factor (CF ) can be seen to be on average greater ap-
proximately four hours after spring tides. For the Swansea Bay location, spring
tide peaks occur broadly concurrently with evening peak prices. Therefore the
average CF is not naturally high at times of peak price for the energy optimisa-
tion case. This can be observed in the 2C-BH-E line of Fig. 6. The effect of this
relationship between power output and the S2 constituent is location specific,
and other proposed projects might naturally have a higher average CF at peak
times.
Changing the optimisation objective to income has a noticeable effect on
tidal range power plant income and energy output as seen in Table 4. Both
income-based optimisation cases receive significantly more income from each
unit of energy sold, as indicated by the v values. 2C-BH-P has a higher v
than 2C-BFGS-P as the BH approach is adept at finding maxima in a complex
optimisation surface in this multi-objective problem, generating more electricity
during peak price times.
Compared to the energy output of 2C-BH-E, 2C-BH-P receives over 12%
more income per unit of energy sold, but generates 5% less power overall. This
still yields nearly a 10% increase in annual income. Figure 6b illustrates how
income optimised operation generates far more power at certain times of the
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Figure 6: (a) Tidal range against high tide tie at the Swansea Bay tidal lagoon site for 705
tidal cycle. In (b) the primary y axis is a plot of mean Capacity Factor, CF , across the day for
a given control strategy. The strategies were optimised over 705 tidal cycles. The secondary
y axis is the mean Day Ahead Market price (DAM) for a day in 2017. Note this plot does
not factor in daylight savings time.
day. It can be seen to target the evening peak price times between 17:00 – 19:00
relative to the mean CF over a year of operation. A significant proportion
of generation still occurs overnight (21:00 – 4:00) when demand for and prices
of electricity are low. Thus a tidal range structure cannot be seen solely as a
“peaking power plant” for when prices are high. Nonetheless, under 2C-BH-P
operation the plant generates over three times as much power at the evening
peak than the early hours of the morning when demand is low. The increased
income generated in the 2C-BH-P case results in a decreased subsidy require-
ment of 20% relative to the FCP case. The StP figure quoted captures the
impact of this subsidy reduction in rendering tidal range structures more com-
petitive relative to other renewable energy technologies. However, the benefits
of such a flexible operation are not taken into account within the current Con-
tract for Difference (CfD) regulatory framework. This is because a CfD isolates
renewable generators from the wholesale electricity markets, merely motivating
the maximisation of energy output. Aside from cost, there are other potential
benefits of income optimised operation, as discussed in the next section.
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3.3. The potential role of Tidal Range Generation
Fig 7a is based on the optimised operation results over the annual period
of 2017. For Fig. 7b operation was optimised over five years (705 × 5 cycles),
with the 2017 price signal assumed to be identical for each of these in order
to represent the daily and seasonal energy price trends subject to varying tidal
conditions over an extended period of time. For the latter, while we could have
used historical energy market data, the UK energy system has fundamentally
changed since 2013 when the simulation would have began. During 2013 coal
was still representing 36% of the energy mix and renewables occupied less than
15% [47]. In 2017 coal was reduced to 6.3%, with renewables accounting for
almost 30% [48]. Running a five year simulation was primarily used to increase
the number of high value price hours seen in Fig. 7, reducing the probability that
the trends seen in Fig 7a are coincidental. In 2017 there were nine instances
of the Day Ahead market price being above 120/MWh, by using looping we
increased this to 45. Fig. 7a suggests volatility in the 2C-BH-P line due to the
limited price points with higher values; longer simulations suggest a smoother
trend (Figure. 7b) as the longer simulation gives more accurate averages.
Figure 7: Left axis is the average capacity factor (CF) against the Day Ahead market price
for a) 705 tidal cycles which is approximately a year, b) 705 × 5 tidal cycles ≈ 5 years to
smooth trends. The secondary y axis on both plots corresponds to the histogram, counting
the frequency of a given price range occurring over the simulation timespan.
Energy Market prices are set through the intersection of supply and demand
curves. Hence, the highest prices occur when demand is high and supply from
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zero-marginal cost renewables is low [49]. By plotting capacity factor against
the price of power, seen in Fig. 7, the relationship between income and energy
optimised results with the electricity price can be seen. The figure also shows
the relationship between transmission connected wind [50] and price, illustrating
that high wind power output effectively causes the wholesale power price to drop,
confirming observations made by Hirth [31].
As expected, energy-optimised operation displays lower capacity factors at
high price times due to the timing of the spring tides at the Swansea Bay lo-
cation of this study. In contrast, 2C-BH-P has a distinct upwards relationship
with price, targeting the highest price times. Importantly, this could help com-
pensate for the lack of wind power during these times, implying there could be
a complimentary relationship between tidal range and wind power. Tidal range
power plants would be competing against flexible thermal generation rather
than exacerbating the price volatility issues associated with high penetrations
of inflexible renewables supported by fixed subsidies [49]. Since price is cor-
related with the amount of thermal generation and thus the carbon intensity
(gCO2/KWhe), by generating at the high price times, the lagoon can displace
worse fossil fuel generators such as coal and open-cycle gas turbines [51].
The results indicate that the |CF | of the tidal range power station generating
in times of high price is far greater for 2C-BH-P than 2C-BH-E. If the correct
regulatory framework is not in place, energy-maximised operation could result
in pumping occurring at high demand times (Fig. 7). By making projects sen-
sitive to the energy market price, they generate far more power when demand is
high, rather than low. Given the reliability of the tides and energy storage op-
portunities available with the income-optimised operation strategy, tidal range
energy can help ensure security of supply for the electricity system in a way
that some alternative renewable technologies can not due to their intermittency
and lack of predictability.
3.4. Numerical model limitations and sensitivities
Table 5: Energy output and Income for the Swansea Bay Lagoon Case study for both the 0-D
model and 2-D model (Thetis). Models have been run over 30 days, or 58 M2 tidal cycles,
beginning on 01/01/2017. The third 2D−0D
0D
% is a measure of the percentage difference
between the two models.
nc =58 Energy Output (MWh) Income (£)
0-D 2-D 2D−0D0D % 0-D 2-D
2D−0D
0D %
FCP 46,692 49,222 5.4% 2,449,108 2,554,345 4.30%
1C-BFGS-E 50,306 54,454 8.2% 2,663,316 2,854,100 7.2%
2C-BFGS-E 51,204 55,362 8.1% 2,687,689 2,906,969 8.2%
1C-BH-E 52,476 53,170 1.3% 2,772,843 2,782,790 0.4%
2C-BH-E 53,106 54,977 3.5% 2,779,425 2,844,468 2.3%
2C-BFGS-P 48,732 54,050 10.9% 2,782,868 3,010,707 8.2%
2C-BH-P 50,671 48,289 -4.7% 3,038,296 2,882,103 -5.1%
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The operational model results presented so far utilised a 0-D model on
the grounds of computational simplicity/efficiency as we considered annual and
multi-year simulations (e.g. as in Fig. 7). Earlier studies have already demon-
strated that due to interactions between the regional scale flow, the impound-
ment and the turbines are far better captured in 2-D, deviations can exist be-
tween 0-D and 2-D model results [5, 11]. Nonetheless, the valuable predictive
ability is still contained within the 0-D approach. Month-long 2-D model opera-
tional simulations were carried out in Thetis to investigate whether the improve-
ments in energy output and income are realisable once we better acknowledge
the extra physical processes associated with regional scale tidal dynamics. As
such, control parameters stemming from the 0-D optimisation were imposed
for the Swansea Bay tidal lagoon operation within the 2-D hydrodynamic sim-
ulations.Based on these control parameters the power plant in 2-D aimed to
preserve the same holding and pumping periods as well as initiating sluicing
when necessary during the generation for each tidal cycle. However, turbines
and sluice gates in the 2-D model are still constrained in their operation by
the head difference value. This can lead to a difference in the elevations and
flows that were originally predicted within the 0-D model. This has been ac-
counted for to ensure that the hydraulic structures are not performing beyond
their capabilities.
Table 5 summarises how simulating in a more complex hydrodynamic en-
vironment does not have a consistent effect on the anticipated energy output.
Distinct shifts can be observed in Fig. 8 regarding the timings of operations, at-
tributed to the non-linear interactions which occur once more physical processes
are included. In improving the performance of the strategies and given that the
timing of generation becomes crucial relative to the price signal, control pa-
rameters used in the 2-D model were corrected by averaging the holding period
duration imposed and the actual time that ebb/flood generation commenced in
the 0-D model for the corresponding tidal cycle. This correction encouraged
generation to commence as close to the equivalent timings predicted through
the 0-D based optimisation, without significant changes to the holding periods
that were determined as control parameters. For most cases (e.g. 2C-BFGS-P
in Fig. 8(a)), 2-D results closely follow the 0-D predictions demonstrating the
value of the operational optimisation leading to a performance that is superior
to what was initially expected from the FCP case. However, in the case of
2C-BH-P (Fig. 8(b)) as the BH algorithm promotes extreme variations in the
power plant control, the 2-D model fails at times to consistently reproduce the
head difference evolution driving the turbines and sluice gates. This results in
deviations in the energy production of the plant. Table 5 summarises how the
2C-BH-P control parameters correspond to a ≈ 5% reduced income and energy
relative to that predicted from the 0-D analysis.
For the particular period selected it is clear that the optimisation overall
benefits both income and energy objectives, with the 0-D control parameters
also in general leading to an improved performance once applied to the 2-D
model power plant operation. In addition, for this particular case 2-D results
tend to yield greater energy outputs relative to 0-D results from earlier studies
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[5]. The latter is considered coincidental as per the month selected and would
not be expected to be generally true for larger schemes where the hydrodynamic
impact would lead to greater deviations from the 0-D model. However, even
for this relatively small-scale scheme where regional hydrodynamic impacts are
expected to be low, differences between 0-D and 2-D hydrodynamic results do
appear. As such, future work should consider the full integration of a 2-D
hydrodynamic model within the optimisation functional; this would be far more
computationally challenging but has been successfully achieved in the context
of tidal turbine array optimisation [52, 53, 54].
Figure 8: Comparison of the differences between ηi and Capacity Factor (CF ) for 0D and 2D
simulations over 180 hours of operation for the following cases: (a) 2C-BFGS-P; (b) 2C-BH-P.
There are other limitations to this work in assuming that an operator has
perfect foresight over power prices, that the lagoon operation itself has no impact
on power prices, and that electricity can be bought and sold at exactly the
market price. The larger the lagoon modelled, the greater the error in these
assumptions become. Nevertheless, these issues do not devalue the potential
flexibility which tidal range structures might be able to offer the UK power
system.
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3.5. Methodology capabilities & applications
The methods outlined here represent a development in adaptive operation
of tidal range power generation. The optimisation objective functional has been
altered to consider the impact of the current operational cycle on the subse-
quent cycle to prevent some of the negative impacts of a short-termist “greedy”
approach on longer term behaviour. We have also tested a global optimisation
algorithm in place of the local optimisation technique presented previously [5].
These modifications both led to noticeable increases in the estimated annual en-
ergy output and would help make tidal range projects more competitive against
other generation technologies, without having to change any proposed infras-
tructure. Crucially, we demonstrated that by introducing a new optimisation
objective seeking to maximise lagoon income from the Day Ahead energy mar-
kets, both the variability of the tides and the value of electricity is taken into
account. Using this approach the power plant aims to generate at peak demand
times since this is when the value of electricity is highest. This significantly
increases the monetary value of tidal lagoon power output, reducing the sub-
sidy required if this flexibility is accounted for in the calculations. Further work
could explore whether tidal range structures generating at peak times could
reduce the need for higher carbon emitting generators, and thus evaluate the
carbon emission reductions associated with different operating strategies.
There is potential to re-evaluate the role multiple tidal range projects operat-
ing flexibly could play in the UK electricity system. A previous study indicated
base-load power was not achievable given the tidal phasing of potential projects
in the UK [14]. However, by utilising flexible operation this might be possi-
ble. The work presented here demonstrates that there might be more value
in targeting generation during peak times and exploiting short-term pumped
storage capabilities when there is excess renewable generation from solar, wind
and other alternatives. The results presented here are specific to the Swansea
Bay Lagoon, but there is potential to transfer these methodologies to other pro-
posed tidal range schemes in order to optimise their operation and feasibility.
In addition, given the relationship between the S2 tidal constituent phase and
the timing of power output, certain sites might be more favourable to develop
than others in this regard.
4. Conclusions
This paper has proposed refinements to the process of optimising tidal range
power plant operation, in particular by seeking to take advantage of the poten-
tial for partial flexibility in the generation timing. This manifests in the ability
to control the duration of modes within the plant’s operational cycle within
certain constraints, and subject to the hydraulic structure technology capabil-
ities installed. To achieve this, operational models of tidal power plants over
short intervals of time are used within an iterative optimisation framework so
that optimal control parameters can be determined. Earlier approaches focused
on maximising energy output from a single M2 tidal cycle using gradient-based
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optimisation. In this study we additionally accounted for the impact of the op-
erational control within one tidal cycle on the subsequent cycle’s performance,
and also applied a basin-hopping global optimisation algorithm to gauge the
potential benefits in terms of increasing the estimated annual energy output
from a given design. In turn, given the transient variability of demand as well
as the tides we introduced an alternative strategy that sought to operate a tidal
power plant to maximise income from the Day-Ahead Energy markets, rather
than solely maximising total energy output. The motivation for this was to
utilise the partial flexibility present in lagoon operation to increase income by
incentivising generation when the price of electricity is higher.
The study sought to optimise the operation of the proposed Swansea Bay
tidal lagoon over a year, selling power into the 2017 Day-Ahead Energy markets.
The specifications for the test case considered were informed by technical reports
in the public domain stemming from developer and official UK government
documents. Reported figures regarding the Contract for Difference were used as
the baseline which we sought to improve upon using operational optimisation.
Results suggest that 23% more income can be achieved annually relative to the
baseline figure obtained with a uniform operation, and 10% more than with an
energy-maximisation adaptive operation strategy. Income-based optimisation
results in a greater power output during the evening peak demand for electricity,
when power prices within the Day-Ahead energy market are expected to spike
sharply. The results suggest that this flexibility could become an asset to the UK
electricity system and could help ensure security of supply whilst also reducing
carbon emissions.
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